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Toilet Seats
With a 67 year long reputation for making toilets seats with a positive design difference,  
you can’t afford to ignore what will always be appreciated. We ensure that the one stand  
out feature people will use in the bathroom, is what we invite them to sit on, and that is  
– the best seat in the house.

Pressalit has a wide range of designs to suit most toilets used in the Australian market,  
so if you have a desire to seek a better outcome in your bathrooms, we can help.



Create luxury in everyday life
Slim profile and featherlight lines are why the Pressalit SWAY D2 is well-composed design at its best.  
High functionality and streamlined elegance, which is hand-crafted by Pressalit’s in-house designer  
Lars Herold. The soft sweeping and delicate shape are proof of a perfect meeting between masculine  
stringency and feminine curves. 

In 2016, our SWAY D toilet seat won the Red Dot Design Award, the biggest international recognition  
in the design world. 

The Pressalit SWAY D2 is a must-have for the discerning minimalist

Pressalit Sway D2
Anthracite Grey Product no 994112-DF4999
Black Product no 994001-DF4999
Matt Black  Product no 994231-DF4999
Matt White  Product no 994230-DF4999
White  Product no 994000-DF4999

GUARANTEED
DURABILITY
Resistant design. The seat 
is suitable for everyday 
use and is made of colour 
ingrained duroplast, so 
scratches won’t show. 
You get 10 years warranty.

LIFT-OFF
Easy cleaning. With a
simple movement, the
seat is removed from the
toilet for thorough cleaning.
The bathroom is always
welcoming.

SOFT CLOSE
Feather-light luxury.  
A gentle nudge is all it 
takes to close the seat in  
a smooth movement.

PERFECT FIT
A sure match. The seats 
fits many toilets.



Pressalit Objecta D
This is a simple and practical toilet seat, specially developed those toilets which  
receive high traffic usage and demand large capacity load qualities.Lars Herold.

Pressalit Objecta D with lid
White Product no 172011-D28999
Black  Product no 172111-D28999

Pressalit Objecta D without lid
White Product no 171011-D28999
Black  Product no 171111-D28999

Pressalit 2000
Our best-selling toilet seat, that’s been used in the Australian  
commercial market for over 30years. The lid on the  
Pressalit 2000 is smaller than the seat ring  
itself, giving it a light and 
elegant design.

Pressalit Dania
Where compliance to AS1428.1 - 2021 is required,  

the Dania toilet seat offers the appropriate design 
and colour attributes this Australian  

Standard demands.

Pressalit 2000 with lid
White Product no 124000-UN3999
Black Product no 124001-UN3999
Manhattan Product no 124052-UN3999

Pressalit 2000 without lid
White Product no 49000-UN3999

Pressalit Dania with lid
Grey Product no R37112-D92999

Pressalit Dania without lid
Grey Product no R27112-D92999
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Easy to clean, with or without a bin liner

You can easily use the wall bin with a bag or choose to rinse 

out the removable inner bucket if you prefer not to use a bin 

liner. The inner bucket is designed with rounded corners for 

effective cleaning. 

The wall bin also allows for easier floor cleaning. The wall bin 

takes up almost no space in the room room and you do not 

need to move it when cleaning the floor.

Pressalit Wall Bin 

Colour, white, Product no 1090000

Pressalit wall bin
You use your wall bin for waste, but what if waste could also 

be used to produce your wall bin? At Pressalit, we asked 

ourselves the same question. This is why the inner bucket  

in our new wall bin is made from recycled plastic waste. 

This means that you can furnish your bathroom in a stylish 

way and with a good conscience. The plastic in the inner 

bucket is produced from recyclable materials, which can be 

recycled again, once the bucket is no longer needed.

Stylish and minimalistic

The wall bin has a minimalistic and clean design. It is  

perfectly suited for modern bathrooms and the design 

expression harmonises well with the designs found in our 

range of exclusive toilet seats and beautiful accessories. 

The inner bucket is grey and contrasts well with the white 

exterior.

The wall bin is easily opened with a fingertip in a soft and  

silent motion. And the wall bin remains open, even when 

you let go of it. So there is no need to worry about the lid 

closing before you have finished using it.
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PRESSALIT SUPPORTS UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL GOALS

Pressalit's Environmental 
and Quality Management 
Systems are certified 
by LRQA

Pressalit Pty Ltd (Australia)
tkn@pressalit.com
T: 0415 425 461

Pressalit.com

Subject to changes in product range, technical changes, and printing errors.

PREMIUM BATHROOM SOLUTIONS SINCE 1954

Pressalit A/S is a Danish privately owned company with production facilities in Ry, Denmark. Since 1954, we have been  
designing and producing toilet seats of the highest quality. And since 1975, Pressalit has also been developing accessible  
bathrooms and height adjustable kitchen solutions for people with reduced mobility. This has made us one of the world’s  
leading manufacturers of premium bathroom solutions. High quality, flawless design and reliable functionality are the core  
features of our wide range of products.


